Measuring Tips & Tricks
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It is important to make sure that your piece will fit in all entryways to ensure a successful delivery.

ST E P 1

ST E P 2

Note Key Dimensions for Your Piece

Measure Your Home

You can find detailed dimensions, including the three most important–Width,
Depth and Height–on each sofa’s product page.

1. Measure the height (A) and width (B) of all doors and hallways.
2. For narrow entryways and corners, also measure the total clearance length (C)
between the outside and interior walls.
3. Determine the best pathway from outside your home to where the piece will live.
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Extra Tip:

Extra Tip:

Sectionals are delivered in individual pieces. Use individual component measurements in the
‘Full Dimensions’ link as opposed to the sectional’s overall measurements.

Account for fixtures, decorative moldings, interior walls, stairwells, and elevators when
measuring, as they may pose an obstacle when delivering to a building or once the piece is in
your home.
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It is important to make sure that your piece will fit in all entryways to ensure a successful delivery.

ST E P 3
Determine If Your Piece Will Fit Into Your Home
1. The width of the entryway (B) must exceed the piece’s depth (D) OR height (H).

2. If the entryway clearance (C) exceeds the piece’s width (W), then you can move it in
horizontally.

Note: The height on all Maiden Home sofas can be reduced by removal of
attached legs or bases. Subtract leg height from overall sofa height to determine
the lowest possible height on your sofa.

3. If the entryway clearance is less than the piece’s width, then it will be brought in
vertically, meaning the entryway height (A) must exceed the piece’s width (W).

Take Note: the piece will not fit into your home if either of these hold true:
1. The piece’s width exceeds both the entryway clearance AND entryway height.
2. If the entryway width is less than the piece’s depth and height, even with legs or
base removed.

WE’RE HERE

FOR YOU

Our White Glove Delivery Partners are experts when it comes to maneuvering pieces inside of your home. They will help to identify which
is the best path inside and, if necessary, remove legs or bases to ensure a successful delivery. However, please be sure to properly measure the
entirety of your delivery path before placing your order, as we cannot accept returns on pieces that we are unable to deliver due to fit issues.

